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© Panel, and also a hinge section which is suitable, inter alia, for such a panel.

© The invention relates to a panel for so-called

sectional doors, in which a number of panels are

hinged together by means of hinge parts which form

part of the panel. Each panel consists of an elon-

gated body part, which is formed by two side plates

(2,2';30,30') lying a distance apart and along the

long narrow sides contains the hinge parts (3,4) for

forming the hinged connection. One hinge part (3)

contains an arc-shaped nose, the arc-shaped outside

wall (12) of which connects virtually directly to one

side wall (8) of the body part, and the inside wall

(13) running concentrically herewith merges through

an acute angle into the other side wall (7) of the

body part. The other hinge part (4) has a supporting

part lying near one side wall (7') of the body part

and bearing an essentially cylindrical thickened part

(14) , and a concentric wall (17) running at a distance

therefrom which with the thickened part leaves a

space free for the accommodation of the nose of the

other hinge part of an adjacent panel. This concen-

tric wall extends from the foot of the supporting part

to the other side wall (8') of the body part and

merges through an acute angle into said wall.

Through this shape of the hinge parts, a hinged

connection which is safe for fingers is obtained be-

tween the panels.

The invention also relates to a section hinge

consisting of two section parts, the shape of which

corresponds essentially to the above-described

hinge parts.
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The present invention relates to a panel ac-

cording to the preamble of Claim 1

.

Such a panel is used for, for example, verti-

cally movable articulated garage doors, but can

equally be used for horizontally movable articulated

doors, which are also known as sectional doors,

and in the case of which the adjacent panels have

to be able to carry out a specific mutual rotation in

order to be able to move the door through an angle

of, for example, 90 °
. A panel of this type is known,

for example from GB-A-21 57752.

A major disadvantage of this known panel is

that when the panels are rotated relative to each

other a gap-shaped space is produced between the

adjacent panels, which gap closes when the adja-

cent panels are returned to lie in a common plane.

Such a gap means that, particularly in the case of

horizontally moving doors, there is a risk of putting

one's fingers into the opening and closing gap, and

of the fingers becoming trapped, with the serious

consequences which this can entail.

Sectional doors with so-called finger protection

are currently known. These doors are generally

made of panels whose narrow long sides are

formed in such a way that the gap arising is too

small to be a hazard. The panels in this case are

connected to each other by separate hinges. Such

doors are complex and are time-consuming to fit.

The object of the present invention is then to

provide a panel with hinge incorporated therein,

which panel is simple in design, and in the case of

which the adjacent panels can pivot relative to each

other without the risk of fingers becoming trapped

between the panels. These objects are achieved

according to the invention by a panel which has the

features described in Claim 1

.

Due to the fact that the arc-shaped external

surface of the nose and the arc-shaped wall of the

other hinge part interacting therewith both continue

virtually to the respective side walls of the panel,

no opening and closing gap is now produced when
the adjacent panels rotate relative to each other, or

in any case the gap is too small for there to be a

risk of fingers becoming trapped in it. The shape of

the hinge parts therefore provides the desired fin-

ger protection, on the one hand, and a suitable

hinged connection with the desired strength and

stability, on the other.

In a first embodiment of the invention, the first

and the second hinge parts are each formed as

individual section parts, for example by extrusion,

and the parts are then combined with the plates to

form a panel, the interior of the panel being foamed
up with foam-type plastic such as polyurethane. A
panel produced by this method is distinguished by

the features described in Claim 5. The interior of

each section part is in communication with the

space between the plates by way of the gap-

shaped opening in the bottom wall, so that the

interior of the section part is effectively filled up

with foam plastic and thereby acquires the desired

strength. The anchoring means combined with the

5 foam plastic in this case provide a good connection

between the section parts and the plates of the

body part. Claims 6 - 9 indicate other efficient

features of panels produced by this method.

In a second embodiment of the panels accord-

10 ing to the invention, the hinge parts are formed in a

roll-forming operation so that they are in one piece

with the respective plates of the body part. In order

to make this roll-forming possible, the plates are

designed as described in Claims 10 and 11. In

75 order to form the panel, the two plates need only

be placed on top of one another, and the respec-

tive connecting edges of the plates come to rest

against each other. The interior space between the

plates is then foamed up. In the case of this last

20 method, the panels can be made cheaply in a

continuous process.

The idea of the invention is also embodied in a

hinge section which is obviously intended for use

in the production of a panel according to Claims 5 -

25 9.

An expedient variant of the hinge section ac-

cording to the invention is described in the in-

dependent Claim 13. Such a finger-protecting

hinge section can be used effectively in interior

30 doors or cupboard doors.

The invention will be explained in greater detail

below with reference to the appended drawing, in

which:

Fig. 1 shows a cross-section of the hinged con-

35 nection between two adjacent panels according

to the invention, in which the panels are rotated

slightly relative to each other;

Fig. 2 shows a cross-section corresponding to

that of Figure 1 , in which the two panels lie in a

40 common plane;

Fig. 3 shows on a greatly enlarged scale the

detail III from Fig. 1

;

Fig. 4 shows a variant of the hinge section

according to the invention; and

45 Fig. 5 shows a variant of the panel according to

the invention, in which the hinge parts are made
integral with the side plates.

The same parts or parts having the same func-

tion are indicated as far as possible by the same
so reference numbers in the various figures.

Figures 1 and 2 show in cross-section the

hinged connection between two identical panels 1

and 1'. These are in fact panels of the type in

current use for the production of so-called sectional

55 doors, used as garage doors or as doors for factory

halls and/or stores. The panels here are each elon-

gated in shape and are made up of two parallel

side plates 2, 2' which are spaced apart and along
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the long narrow sides enclose between them a

hinge part 3, 4 respectively. The two hinge parts

are formed here as separate section parts pro-

duced by extrusion. It will be clear that each panel

has a hinge part 3 along one narrow side and a

hinge part 4 along the other narrow side, so that a

succession of hingedly connected panels can be

formed by always hooking the hinge parts 3 and 4

into each other in a manner which is known per se.

Each hinge part 3; 4 has a bottom wall 6; 6'

with two side walls 7, 8; 7', 8' positioned at right

angles thereto and lying in line with the respective

side plates 2, 2'. The two side walls are again

connected to each other at their ends facing away
from the bottom wall by way of a wall which forms

the actual hinge, and the shape of which will be

described in detail below.

Each bottom wall 6; 6' has a longitudinal gap-

shaped opening 9; 9', the side edges of which are

each provided with a flange 10, 11; 10', 11', ex-

tending from the bottom wall 6; 6" in a direction

opposite to that of said side walls. The flanges 10,

11; 10', 11' each contain a rectilinear part diverging

from the gap-shaped opening, against which part a

flanged edge part of the side plates 2, 2' always

rests. After this diverging part, the flanges run in a

corrugated or stepped shape over some distance in

the space between the two side plates 2, 2'. By
way of the gap-shaped opening 9, 9' the interior

space of each hinge part, which is surrounded by

the bottom wall, the side walls and the wall forming

the hinge, is in communication with the space

between the side plates 2, 2'. When the space

between the side plates 2, 2' is filled up with foam-

type plastic, for example polyurethane foam, the

interior space of the hinge parts is also filled with

this foam-type plastic. For this purpose, the flanges

10, 11; 10', 11' are shaped in such a way that they

do not impede the flow of the foam-type plastic

into the hinge parts. The flanges also ensure a firm

anchoring of the hinge parts to the side plates,

while the hinge parts themselves acquire additional

strength and stability from the foam-type plastic.

As can be seen clearly from the drawing, the

hinge part 3 has an arc-shaped nose, which is

formed by an arc-shaped outside wall 12, which

connects by means of a transitional area to the

side wall 8, and at the free end of the nose runs

back into an arc-shaped inside wall 13 running

coaxially at a distance from the outside wall 12 and
then merging through a rounded acute angle into

the other side wall 7. In this way the nose extends

over the full width of the hinge part 3.

Near one side wall 7', the other hinge part 4

has a cylindrical thickened part or hinge pin 14,

which is intended for placing in a close fit in the

cavity formed by the inside wall 13 of the nose.

The thickened part is supported by a supporting

part, which is formed by an inward slanting exten-

sion 15 of the side wall 7' and a wall part 16

running virtually parallel to the side wall 7' and at a

distance therefrom. The wall part 16 merges

5 through a rounded angle into an arc-shaped wall

17, which in turn runs concentrically at a distance

from the cylindrical thickened part 14, which wall

17 continues to the other side wall 8' and merges
into it through a rounded acute angle.

io At the side facing the side wall 7', the cylin-

drical thickened part 14 is provided with a recess

18, which serves for the insertion of said thickened

part into the cavity formed by the nose of the other

hinge part 3. As can be seen clearly in the drawing,

J5 the hinge parts 3 and 4 are dimensioned in such a

way that in the combined state shown in the draw-

ing the thickened part 14 fits closely into the cavity

formed by the inside wall 13 of the nose, while the

outside wall 12 of the nose rests against the arc-

20 shaped wall 17 of the other hinge part 4. Since the

wall 17 merges through a rounded acute angle into

the wall 8', and the outside wall 12 of the nose

merges gradually into the side wall 8, when the

panels are rotated relative to each other no gap in

25 which a finger can be caught is produced. A finger

19 is shown in Figure 1 in order to illustrate this.

As shown in Figures 1 and 2, near the transi-

tion of the side wall 8 into the arc-shaped wall 12,

the hinge part 3 is provided with a sealing lip 20

30 extending over the full longitudinal length of the

panel. This lip is made of a flexible soft plastic and

in the position of the panels 1,1" shown in figure 2

shuts off the gap between the hinge parts 3 and 4

in order to prevent the penetration of rainwater

35 and/or dirt. The sealing lip is preferably produced

by co-extrusion during the extrusion of the section

part.

The outside wall 12 of the nose is staggered

inwards slightly relative to the side wall 8 and

40 merges into said wall through a transitional area in

the form of a shallow S-bend. This is necessary in

order to make the arc-shaped wall 17 of the other

hinge part 4 continue as far as possible. According

to the invention, the rounded acute angle through

45 which the wall 17 merges into the side wall 8' lies

at least above the face 14a which is at right angles

to the face of the panel 1' and runs through the

axis 14' of the thickened part 14 (see Fig. 2). This

ensures that the outside wall 12 of the nose re-

50 mains in contact with the wall 17 of the other hinge

part when the two panels have been rotated

through the maximum possible angle relative to

each other. In this position of the panels also, the

protection of the fingers is then maintained.

55 Fig. 3 shows the detail III in Fig. 1 on a greatly

enlarged scale. This detail shows the transition of

the wall 16 of the supporting part into the arc-

shaped wall 17. As can be seen from this detail, a
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tapered recess 35, forming a longitudinal channel,

is provided on this transition. Any moisture which

has collected in the hinge section can flow away

along this channel to the sides of the panel.

Finally, Figure 4 shows a variant of the hinge

section according to the invention which can be

used as a hinge for an inside door or cupboard

door. As regards the hinge action, the two section

parts 21 and 22 have essentially the same configu-

ration as the hinge parts in Figures 1 and 2. The

same reference numbers are therefore used as far

as possible for the same or corresponding parts.

Unlike the hinge parts from Figures 1 and 2, the

cylindrical thickened part 14 has no recess 18 for

hooking the section parts 21 and 22 into each

other. The section parts 21 and 22 therefore have

to be slid axially into each other in this embodi-

ment.

However, the essential difference from the

hinge parts of Figures 1 and 2 is the shape of the

bottom walls 23 and 24 of the respective section

parts 21 and 22. The bottom wall 23 of the section

part 21 consists of a flat closed wall running past

the side walls 7 and 8 in order to form side flanges,

by means of which this section part can be fixed to

a wall 26, for example by means of screws 25. The

bottom wall 24 of the other section part 22 also

consists of a closed wall which between the side

walls 7' and 8' of the hinge part is provided with a

dovetailed projection 27, by means of which the

section part 22 can be connected to a door leaf 28

or the like. This produces a hinged door with a

finger-protecting hinge section extending over the

entire height of the door. Since the interior space of

said hinge section is not filled up with foam plastic,

each hinge part 21 and 22 is provided with a

number of inside reinforcement walls 29, in order

to provide the necessary stability and strength.

Figure 5 shows another embodiment of the

panel according to the invention, in which the hinge

parts are not made as separate section parts, but

are formed in a roll-forming operation directly in

the long side edges of the plates 30, 30' of the

panel. For the sake of clarity, the two plates 30, 30'

are shown a slight distance apart in this figure.

As can be seen from this figure, at one long

side the plate 30 contains a part of the hinge part

4, i.e. the inward-slanting wall 15, which continues

through a suitable rounded part into the cylindrical

thickened part 14. At the other long side, the plate

30 contains a part of the hinge part 3, i.e. the

internal arc-shaped inside wall 13 of the nose to

which a straight connecting edge 31 connects,

which edge runs parallel to the plane of the plate.

The plate 30' also contains the remaining part

of the hinge part 4 at one long side, i.e. the arc-

shaped wall 17 and the wall 16 of the supporting

part. A straight connecting edge 32, which runs

parallel to the slanting wall 15 of the other plate

when the plates are combined, connects to the wall

16. At the other long side, the plate 30' contains

the arc-shaped outside wall 12 of the nose, to

5 which a connecting edge 33 running parallel to the

plane of the plate subsequently connects.

The two plates 30, 30' are combined, at one

side the connecting edge 32 resting against the

slanting wall 15, and at the other side the two

w connecting edges 31 and 33 resting against each

other. The interior space between the two plates is

then foamed up with e.g. polyurethane foam. Due

to the fact that the two plates 30, 30' are made by

roll-forming, the shape at less important points can

75 deviate slightly from the embodiment described

above. The outside wall 12 of the nose thus con-

tains a recess 34 near the connection to the flat

part of the plate, which recess serves to accom-

modate a sealing strip which has the same function

20 as the sealing strip 20 of the previous embodiment.

It will be clear that the invention is not limited

to the embodiment illustrated and described here,

but that a large number of other variants are possi-

ble within the scope of the appended claims. For

25 example, the means by which the hinge parts 21

and 22 are fixed to a wall or door leaf can differ

from those which are illustrated and described

here.

The transition area between the side wall 8 and

30 the outside wall 12 of the nose is in the form of a

shallow S-bend in the first embodiment. This transi-

tion area could also be designed differently, e.g.

with large radii of curvature or with obtuse angles,

or it could even be a continuous transition.

35 Finally, the arc-shaped faces 12 and 17 of the

nose can also be provided with grooves several

tenths of a millimetre deep, running in the longitu-

dinal direction of the panel. These grooves, which

are not shown in the drawing, serve for lubrication

40 purposes and for preventing the panels from freez-

ing up.

Claims

45 1. Panel (1, 1'), in particular for forming a garage

door or the like, comprising an elongated body

part which at one long narrow side is provided

with a first hinge part (4) extending over the

full length of the panel, and at the other narrow

so side is provided with a second hinge part (3),

likewise extending over the full length of the

panel, the second hinge part having an arc-

shaped nose, and the first hinge part having an

arc-shaped thickened part (14) (hinge pin) and,

55 running coaxially at a distance therefrom, an

arc-shaped wall (17), which wall around said

thickened part leaves a space free for the

accommodation of a nose of the second hinge
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part of an adjacent panel, which nose can grip

around said thickened part, in order to form a

hinged connection between adjacent panels,

and the large side walls of the body part being

formed by two essentially flat parallel plates (2,

2'; 30, 30') lying at a distance from each other,

and with the space between them filled up with

a foam plastic, characterized in that the arc-

shaped outside wall (12) of the nose of the

second hinge part (3) extends essentially from

one side wall (2', 30') of the panel, while the

coaxial inside wall (13) of said nose ends near

the other side wall (2, 30) of the panel, and in

that the cylindrical thickened part (14) of the

first hinge part (4) lies on a supporting part (15,

16) adjoining the abovementioned other side

wall (2, 30), and the arc-shaped wall (17) ex-

tends from the foot of said supporting part to

the abovementioned one side wall (2', 30") of

the panel and merges through a rounded acute

angle into said one side wall.

2. Panel according to Claim 1 , characterized in

that at the first hinge part the transition be-

tween the arc-shaped wall and the one side

wall lies in or past the plane running through

the axis (14a) of the thickened part (hinge pin)

and running at right angles to the general

plane of the panel.

plates of the body part, and the bottom wall is

also provided with anchoring means (10, 11;

10', 11') extending from the bottom wall until

they are between the plates of the body part.

s

6. Panel according to Claim 5, characterized in

that the anchoring means are formed by

flanges which bound the gap-shaped openings

and which are each provided with one or more
w flange parts diverging from the gap-shaped

opening.

7. Panel according to Claim 6, characterized in

that the long side edges of the plates of the

75 body part are flanged inwards, and each rest

at least with part of the flanged edge against a

diverging flange part of the anchoring means.

8. Panel according to the preceding Claims 1 - 6,

20 characterized in that the supporting part (15,

16) is formed by the side wall, an inward-

slanting wall part (15) and a wall part (16)

which runs back virtually parallel to the side

wall and merges into the abovementioned arc-

25 shaped wall (17), a tapered recess (35), for-

ming a longitudinal drainage channel, being

provided on the transition from the wall part to

the arc-shaped wall.

9. Panel according to one or more of the preced-

ing Claims 5 -8, characterized in that the

inside wall (13) and/or the outside wall (12) of

the nose of the second hinge part has shallow

grooves running in the longitudinal direction.

10. Panel according to the preceding Claims 1 : 4,

characterized in that the hinge parts are

formed integrally with the respective plates

(30, 30') of the body part of the panel, one
plate (30') at one side containing the arc-

shaped outside wall (12) of the nose, which

wall ends with a connecting edge (33) running

inwards parallel to the plane of the panel, and
at the other side bearing the arc-shaped wall

(17) with the inside wall (16) of the supporting

part, which inside wall ends with a slanting

connecting edge (32), while the other plate (30)

of the body part at one side contains the inside

wall (13) of the nose and ends with a connect-

ing edge (31) running parallel to the plane of

the panel, and at the other side contains the

inward-slanting wall (15) of the supporting part

and the thickened part (14) in the form of a

bead.

11. Panel according to Claim 14, characterized in

that the outside wall of the nose near the

transition to the flat body part is provided with

3. Panel according to Claim 1 or 2, character-

ized in that the outside wall (12) of the nose

of the second hinge part is provided with a

sealing strip (20) near the transition with the

adjacent side wall of the panel. 35

4. Panel according to the preceding Claims 1 - 3,

characterized in that the cylindrical thick-

ened part (14) is provided with a notch (18),

which at one side is formed by a continuation 40

of the inward-slanting wall part (15) of the

supporting part, which continuation runs back
through a rounded acute angle to the circular

wall of the thickened part.

45

5. Panel according to the preceding Claims 1 - 4,

in which the first and the second hinge part are

formed as separate section parts which are

combined with the plates of the body part,

characterized in that each hinge part is 50

formed by a bottom wall (6, 6') with two side

walls (7, 8; 7', 8') at right angles thereto, each
connecting in an essentially flat manner to the

plates (2, 2') of the body part, while the bottom

wall is provided with a longitudinal gap-shaped 55

opening (9, 9'), through which opening the

interior hollow space of the hinge part is in

communication with the space between the
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a longitudinal recess (34) for the accommoda-

tion of a sealing strip.

12. Hinge section obviously intended for use in a

panel according to one or more of the preced- 5

ing Claims 4 - 9.

13. Hinge section, comprising a first section part

(22) and a second section part (21), the first

section part having a cylindrical thickened part 10

(14) running in the lengthwise direction of the

section and forming the actual hinge pin, while

the second section part has an arc-shaped

nose which defines a cavity for accommodat-

ing the cylindrical thickened part of the first 75

section part, characterized in that each sec-

tion part is formed by a bottom wall (23, 24)

with two side walls running at right angles

thereto, in that the cylindrical thickened part of

the first section part near one side wall of said 20

section part rests on a supporting part and has

an arc-shaped wall running coaxially at a dis-

tance from the thickened part, which wall ex-

tends from the foot of the supporting part to

the other side wall and merges into said side 25

wall through a rounded acute angle, so that an

arc-shaped space is left free between the

thickened part and said wall, and in that the

second section part has an arc-shaped nose

which is intended to be accommodated in the 30

arc-shaped space of the first section part, and

which nose has an outside wall which by way
of a transition area connects to one side wall of

said section part, and has an inside wall for-

ming the abovementioned cavity and merging 35

through a rounded acute angle into the other

side wall of said section part.

14. Hinge section according to Claim 13, char-

acterized in that at the first section part the 40

transition between the arc-shaped wall and the

other side wall lies in or past the plane running

through the axis of the thickened part (hinge

pin) and running at right angles to the side

15. Hinge section according to Claim 13 or 14,

characterized in that the section parts are

provided with inside reinforcement walls (29),

and the bottom wall of each of the section 50

parts is provided with fixing elements (25, 27).
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